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Unassisted solar-driven photoelectrosynthetic HI
splitting using membrane-embedded Si microwire
arrays†
Shane Ardo,a Sang Hee Park,b Emily L. Warrena and Nathan S. Lewis*acde
Free-standing, membrane-embedded, Si microwire arrays have been used to aﬀect the solar-driven, unassisted
splitting of HI into H2 and I3 . The Si microwire arrays were grown by a chemical-vapor-deposition
vapor–liquid–solid growth process using Cu growth catalysts, with a radial n+p junction then formed
on each microwire. A Nafion proton-exchange membrane was introduced between the microwires and
Pt electrocatalysts were then photoelectrochemically deposited on the microwires. The composite Si/Pt–
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Nafion membrane was mechanically removed from the growth substrate, and Pt electrocatalysts were
then also deposited on the back side of the structure. The resulting membrane-bound Si microwire arrays
spontaneously split concentrated HI into H2(g) and I3

under 1 Sun of simulated solar illumination. The

reaction products (i.e. H2 and I3 ) were confirmed by mass spectrometry and ultraviolet–visible electronic
www.rsc.org/ees

absorption spectroscopy.

Broader context
Technologies that perform aqueous hydrohalic acid splitting can form the basis for a photoelectrochemical flow battery that combines solar energy conversion
and storage into one integrated system. A low-cost, impure series of micron-sized semiconducting light absorbers can be incorporated into a low-cost
membrane. Using the well-established principles of semiconductor photoelectrochemistry, the light-driven incipient photocurrent produced by this structure
can directly charge the redox species of a flow battery. The approach allows for the use of inexpensive semiconducting materials while providing a unique,
potentially transformational approach to obtaining integrated, scalable energy storage. The round-trip charge–discharge efficiency of the flow battery is over
twice that achievable by the production of fuels or through use of a fuel cell. Furthermore, the balance-of-systems benefits offered by this integrated approach
would enable very low-cost conversion of solar energy into stored electricity, in direct combination with the scalability features offered by flow batteries. The
development of an integrated membrane-bound microwire array system for aqueous hydrohalic acid splitting is also a step along the technology development
path toward a membrane-embedded tandem microwire array structure for solar-fuels production such as water splitting or sustainable CO2 reduction.

I. Introduction
Arrays of semiconducting nanowires or microwires embedded in
an ionically conducting polymer provide an interesting approach
to the direct production of fuels from sunlight.1 The highly
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anisotropic geometry of the nanowire or microwire provides a
long axis to achieve high light absorption, while maintaining a
short, orthogonal distance in the radial direction of the wire to
facilitate the eﬀective collection and utilization of photogenerated
charge carriers.2 For optimized spacings and wire diameters, sparse
arrays of microwires can produce very eﬃcient absorption of the
illumination incident onto the array, over a variety of wavelengths
and angles of illumination.3 Under constant illumination conditions, the high internal surface area of the microwire arrays results
in a relatively low electron flux to the interfaces by comparison to a
planar device, while also providing a high surface-area support for
the strategically located adsorption of electrocatalysts, to thereby
optimize internal light management as well as reactant access and
product egress from the internal volume of the structure. In
addition, the spacing between the microwires in an array produces
porosity that readily facilitates an ionic flux of protons or hydroxide
ions through the microwire array and accompanying ionophoric
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polymer support. Such an assembly allows eﬀective, facile conduction of protons or hydroxide ions and thus neutralizes any pH
gradients that might otherwise occur between the site of water
oxidation and the site of fuel formation in the photosystem.4,5
Several architectures have been proposed, evaluated, and
constructed for a solar-fuels generator based on membrane-bound
microwire arrays.5–7 One specific architecture utilizes an array of
membrane-supported n-type semiconducting microwires, along
with needed electrocatalysts, to oxidize water. An array of p-type
semiconducting microwires is positioned on the other side of the
membrane, and in conjunction with any necessary electrocatalysts,
reduces H2O or CO2 to produce fuels.8,9 In this case, the membrane
also must contain an intermediate, electronically and protonically
conductive layer to facilitate trans-membrane ionic transport while
providing ohmic electrical contact between the two sets of wire
arrays on either side of the membrane.10 Another architecture
involves the use of a core–shell configuration, in which the wire
arrays act as a voltage-generating scaffold for a self-aligned, conformally deposited photoanode (or photocathode) material, with
the microwires providing contact to the cathode (or anode) in the
system.7 In this architecture, the microwires physically penetrate
the membrane, obviating the need for an intermediate electrically
conductive layer, and requiring instead an ohmic contact and/or
tunnel junction between the shell and the core of each wire in the
array. In the core–shell architecture, one electrocatalyst can be
placed on the surfaces of the microwires, and the other electrocatalyst can be semi-continuous in nature on the other side of the
membrane, essentially forming one element of a membrane–
electrode assembly as are employed in fuel cells and electrolyzers.11
The ‘‘back side’’ catalyst can have a relatively high loading so that
the electrocatalyst film reflects light back into the microwire
array core–shell structure, where the light can then be absorbed
more effectively and thus can lead to enhanced solar-driven fuel
production.
To provide the photovoltage needed to split water and/or
reduce CO2, while also oxidizing water to O2, both membranebased architectures optimally use a tandem-type structure, with
two light absorbers having complementary band gaps.12 The
operational characteristics of such a system, however, can be
demonstrated and evaluated for a simplified architecture that
only consists of one wire array embedded in an ionically
permeable membrane, provided that the absorber can provide
suﬃcient photovoltage to drive the anodic and cathodic electrochemical half-reactions of interest. Specifically, the photovoltage
requirement can be relaxed if the electron donor is not water
but instead is a halide. Sunlight-driven splitting of aqueous
hydrohalic acids, HX, results in H2 evolution with concomitant
X2/X3 generation. At Si and group VI metal–dichalcogenide
photoelectrodes, B10% solar-to-hydrogen (STH) efficiencies
have been demonstrated for the direct conversion of solar energy
to H2 through splitting of HI, HBr, or HCl (i.e. STH(I), STH(Br), or
STH(Cl), respectively, where STH stands for solar-to-hydrogen
and I/Br/Cl are abbreviations for the other component of the
reagent).13–19 Stable sunlight-driven oxidation of Cl has been
achieved using MoS2, MoSe2, and metal-coated Si photoanodes,17,20
which is of interest because the oxidation product (chlorine) is
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thermodynamically more difficult to form than O2 and because
chlorine is a top commodity chemical globally, with the process
to generate Cl2 requiring 41% of global electricity.21 The
products from the HX splitting reactions can additionally be
utilized in redox flow batteries to generate electricity.22,23
Recent reports have demonstrated 490% energy efficiency at
B1000 mA cm 2 current density from an H2/Br2 redox flow
battery, due to the rapid catalysis of the H2 oxidation reaction
and of the Br2 reduction reaction. In contrast, H2/air fuel cells,
which would be coupled with water electrolyzers, typically
exhibit B50% energy efficiency.17,24 The Texas Instruments
Corporation demonstrated a B9% STH(Br) efficiency,16 which
when used in conjunction with a redox flow battery, could yield
an B8% overall solar-to-chemical-to-electricity efficiency with
H2/Br2 intermediate storage.
We describe herein proof-of-concept, functional assemblies
that consist of silicon microwire arrays partially embedded in a
Nafion proton-exchange membrane, with catalysts on the
microwire surfaces (Fig. 1). Each p-type silicon microwire was
doped radially with an n+ emitter to form a buried junction, so
that the photovoltage was independent of the energetics of the
semiconductor–liquid contact. An oxide boot was fabricated at
the base of each microwire to attenuate shunting across the
Nafion membrane. Nafion was introduced between the microwires to support the microwires once they were mechanically
removed from their underlying growth substrate, and to attenuate
mixing of reaction products. Pt was deposited on both sides of the
composite membrane to catalyze the faradaic reactions. The
performance of each major component of the composite device,
i.e. the Si microwire photoelectrodes, back-side electrodes, and
Nafion membranes, respectively, was characterized and evaluated
individually. The complete composite material performs unassisted
solar-driven HI splitting, mitigates ion-transport losses, and is
amenable to facile combination with another light-absorbing
material.7,25

II. Experimental
Materials synthesis and processing
Crystalline Si microwire arrays were grown using previously
reported procedures,2 and Pt was deposited photoelectrochemically
and/or by electron-beam evaporation. Further details are available
in the ESI.†
Unassisted HI splitting electrochemical evaluation
Using the two electrodes and conditions described in the ESI,†
the photocurrent at zero applied potential was measured over
time using a two-electrode configuration in an H-cell arrangement with a commercial Nafion membrane separator without
stirring and with air blown onto the illuminated cell.
Free-standing composite membrane fabrication
Silicon microwires were embedded in a Nafion proton-exchange
membrane and removed from the underlying growth substrate,
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Fig. 1 Schematic depiction of the multiple-component device that is described, fabricated, characterized, and evaluated in this work, and with the
predominant electron-transfer chemistries and ion-transport processes indicated in red. The composite membrane consisted of a p-type Si microwire
array with an oxide boot base and a degenerately n+-doped radial emitter, and Pt electrocatalysts deposited on the tops, sides, and backs of the
Si microwires, with the array partially embedded in a Nafion proton-exchange membrane. The inset depicts an approximate energy-band diagram for this
structure when illuminated and located between aqueous electrolytes that contain I3 and I , and H+ and H2.

via a procedure similar to that reported previously,10 and described
in more detail in the ESI† (Fig. S1).
Electrochemical evaluation
Each free-standing sample was used as the membrane in an
H-cell configuration, with both compartments containing
B7.6 M HI electrolyte with adventitious I3 . The current versus
potential data were measured using a four-electrode setup with
two SCE potential-sensing electrodes immersed in Luggin–Haber
capillaries and positioned to within 1 mm of the membrane surface.
The other two electrodes were Pt mesh current-carrying electrodes
that were positioned far from the membrane surface. The potential
reported at each current is the difference in potentials measured in
the presence and absence of the membrane.
Photoelectrochemical evaluation
Each large free-standing sample was cut into smaller samples
(B0.5 cm  0.5 cm) using a Teflon-coated steel razor blade, and
each of the smaller samples was sandwiched between two black
Viton sheets (B1 cm  B4.5 cm  B1 mm thick) each with a
hole cut out (B3 mm in diameter) so that the membrane could
be contacted on either side by electrolyte. This material was
then placed between two borosilicate glass cuvettes (a 10 mm
path length cuvette on the catholyte side and a 1 mm path
length cuvette on the anolyte side) each with a hole on the side
of the cuvette that faced the sample (3 mm in diameter). The
cuvettes were held together using a custom acrylic sample
holder and were illuminated using a fiber optic attached to a
150 W EKE (3250 K) halogen lamp (ThorLabs Inc., OSL1 Fiber
Illuminator). The light intensity was measured using a calibrated Si
photodiode (ThorLabs, Inc., FDS100) by placing the photodiode at
the same location of the membrane in the sample holder, with the
incident light passing through the borosilicate glass windows used
to hold the sample and electrolyte. The temperature was monitored
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externally using an infrared sensor (ThermoHAWK 200), which
indicated that the temperature was B22 1C under ambient light
and B23 1C under steady-state 1 Sun illumination with air
blown onto the cell. A quadrupole mass spectrometer coupled
to a Faraday cup continuously recorded m/z = 2 (H2), and m/z =
18 (H2O) signals to verify that the m/z = 2 signal was from H2 as
opposed to the fragment ions of water. A Pt wire was inserted
into the silicone septum of each cuvette so that the potential
diﬀerence between the electrolytes could be measured in situ
using cyclic voltammetry. These electrodes were also used at
the end of the experiment to generate H2(g) as an internal
standard. A galvanostatic current density of 3 mA cm 2 between
the Pt wires, based on the projected geometric area of the
composite-material membrane in contact with electrolyte, resulted
in a steady-state m/z = 2 signal of 1.9  10 9 Torr. The absorption
spectrum of the electrolyte in the 1 mm thin-path length cuvette
was recorded once per minute using a custom LabView program
(National Instruments, Inc.) that controlled and communicated
with an HP 8452A diode-array spectrophotometer, and was
converted into an apparent current density using the known
molar decadic absorption coeﬃcients of I3 .26 Apparent current
densities were referenced to the geometric area of the compositemembrane–electrolyte contact (B7 mm2). Additional experimental
details can be found in the ESI.†

III. Results
Three-electrode photoelectrochemical characterization of Si
microwire array electrodes
Fig. 2 shows the current–density versus potential ( J–E) behavior
in H2(g)-saturated, B12 M HCl(aq) of arrays of n+p-Si microwires (B65 mm in height) with photoelectrochemically deposited Pt (Fig. S1c, ESI†). Under 100 mW cm 2 of simulated solar
illumination, the photoelectrode exhibited an open-circuit
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adventitious I3 . The data indicate that Pt formed a lowresistance contact with the I3 /I redox system in HI(aq), and
exhibited a Tafel slope of B80 mV per decade for iodide oxidation
over the potential range of B30 mV to B90 mV.

Four-electrode photoelectrochemical characterization of
Nafion-embedded Si microwire arrays

Fig. 2 Three-electrode current–density versus potential data recorded
under 1 Sun simulated solar illumination for a p-type Si microwire array,
with a degenerate n+-doped radial emitter.

potential, Eoc, of 470 mV vs. RHE, and exhibited a photocurrent
density of J = 4.9 mA cm 2 at E = 0 V vs. RHE for the
photoinduced evolution of H2 (Fig. 2), and a light-limited
current density of B 5.1 mA cm 2.
Fig. 3a shows a typical scanning-electron micrograph (SEM)
image of the back side of a free-standing device that was
fabricated by infilling an n+p-Si–Pt microwire array with a polymer,
mechanically removing the polymer-embedded microwire
arrays from the underlying growth substrate, and depositing
Pt electrocatalysts on the back side of the microwire–polymer
membrane. Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) mapping
measurements confirmed that Pt was present on the back side
of the microwires as well as on the surface of the Nafion.
Physical deposition methods readily permitted the deposition
of Pt on the back side of the free-standing microwire–Nafion
materials.
Fig. 3b shows the J–E behavior in the dark for the electrode
shown in Fig. 3a immersed in B7.6 M HI(aq) that contained

Pt evaporated to a 5 nm planar equivalent thickness on the
back side of the microwire–Nafion membrane did not conformally coat the Nafion surface, and afforded rapid proton
conduction through the Nafion, with an area-specific resistance
of B0.3 Ohm cm2 (Fig. 4). In contrast, Pt at a thickness of
10 nm (planar equivalent) produced a large attenuation of the
protonic conduction.

Fig. 4 Four-electrode ionic current–density versus potential data for a
composite material membrane consisting of an array of Si microwires
partially embedded in Nafion and with 5 nm planar-equivalent Pt deposited on the microwire–Nafion back side and in contact with B7.6 M HI(aq)
electrolyte containing adventitious I3 on both sides of the membrane.

Fig. 3 (a) SEM image of the back side of an array of oxide-booted p-type Si microwires without a radial n+-doped emitter and partially embedded in
PDMS with 5 nm planar-equivalent Pt on the back side of the microwire–PDMS membrane. (b) Three-electrode current–density versus potential data
recorded in the dark for the electrode from panel a immersed in B7.6 M HI(aq) electrolyte containing adventitious I3 .
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Fig. 5 (a) Load-line analysis for the current versus potential data for the electrodes from Fig. 2 and 3b (inverted current). The area of the photocathode
was 3.675 mm2 and the anode area was 4.296 mm2. (b) Chronoamperometry data recorded under 1 Sun simulated solar illumination and at an applied
potential bias of 0 V between the electrodes used for the data in panel a.

Two-electrode photoelectrochemical characterization of
Nafion-embedded Si microwire arrays
A load-line analysis (Fig. 5a) was conducted using the data in
Fig. 2 and 3b, which, when coupled with the observation of
negligible potential loss due to ionic resistance in the Si–Nafion–Pt
membrane (Fig. 4), indicated that a free-standing device should
operate near its maximum power point. A measurement at an
applied potential bias of 0 V performed in an H-cell using a wired
two-electrode arrangement between the front-side electrode from
Fig. 2 and the back-side electrode from Fig. 3 confirmed the
predicted operating point (Fig. 5b).
Fig. 5b shows the stability of the two electrodes over a 2 h
period when the electrodes were illuminated and shorted together
through a potentiostat that was used as a low-impedance ammeter.
After B2 h, the illumination was stopped, and the concomitant
drop in current verified that the observed current was due to the
illumination. The initial observed photocurrent was within 5% of
that predicted by the load-line analysis (Fig. 5a). Based on the
current at the intersection of the two curves, which predicted the
operating current for the device, i.e. 0.159 mA (B4.3 mA cm 2,
based on the area of the photocathode), as well as the potential
at zero current measured electrochemically, i.e. B140 mV, the
solar-to-hydrogen-and-triiodide energy-conversion eﬃciency (ZSTH(I))
was determined to be B0.60%. After continuously operating
the electrode for 2 h, ZSTH(I) decreased slightly to B0.56%.
Product analysis for Nafion-embedded Si microwire arrays
Initially, HI splitting was assessed qualitatively and was successfully
observed for B80% of the composite membranes fabricated,
quantifying the reproducibility of the deposition techniques. For
direct and quantitative detection of the products of the putative
reaction, free-standing devices were evaluated in an H-cell that
consisted of two custom borosilicate-glass cuvettes held together
with a custom acrylic sample holder and containing B7.6 M
HI(aq) (Fig. S2, ESI†). I3 was detected in situ and in operando
using visible-absorption spectroscopy, while H2 was detected
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in operando using an in-line mass spectrometer (Fig. 6). Under
simulated solar illumination, bubbles were clearly observed on
the cathode side of the membrane, and were confirmed to be H2
via mass spectrometry. No visual evidence suggested that H2 or
I3 transported through the membrane at an appreciable rate.
Upon illumination, an induction period of B10 min was
observed before H2 was detected by mass spectrometry. Over
the course of B15 min, the mass spectroscopic signal then rose
to the H2 production rate expected from a current density of
B0.35 mA cm 2. Between 15.5 and 19.5 min into the experiment, a large bubble detached from the composite material
membrane surface (Fig. S3a, ESI†), and this detachment resulted
in a 410-fold increase in the intensity of the m/z = 2 mass
spectroscopic signal, to a maximum apparent H2 production
current density of approximately 4.5 mA cm 2. An analogous
event occurred at B35 min into the experiment, and the system
then transitioned to a situation in which large bubbles were no
longer observed to form on the membrane surface but instead
small bubbles released continually from the membrane surface
(Fig. S3b, ESI†). Fig. 6 also shows the rate of I3 generation due
to reactions in the anolyte. This responded much more rapidly to
starting and stopping the illumination which occurred at 0 h and
3.5 h, and 2.5 h, respectively. Using two-electrode cyclic voltammetry, the potential diﬀerence between the two compartments,
each containing a Pt electrode, was determined to be B200 mV.
Using this potential diﬀerence and the data in Fig. 6, ZSTH(I) of
the free-standing device was determined to be B0.5%.

IV. Discussion
Component characterization
Prior to fabricating and operating the freestanding polymerembedded composite material to aﬀect the solar-driven splitting of
HI, each of the system components was fabricated and individually
evaluated using three-electrode and/or four-electrode electrochemical techniques. This independent component evaluation
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Fig. 6 (a) SEM image of a free-standing device that is partially folded over so that both the front side and the back side of the microwires are visible. The
general redox reactions and ion transport processes that occurred are indicated on the SEM image. (b) Rates (reported as current densities) for the
evolution of H2 and generation of I3 as a function of time, under 1 Sun simulated solar illumination, except for 2.5–3.5 h which was in the dark.

aﬀorded rapid assessment of specific characteristics and provided
predictive capabilities for the overall device function. Ultimately
each component was modelled or physically assembled electrically
in series at matched current densities to mimic the complete
freestanding structure, so that insight into the overall device
operation could be obtained. This procedure was informative,
because the electrochemical behavior of the complete freestanding
structure cannot easily be controlled, and chemical product detection, which is the most straightforward and accepted means to
evaluate the performance of a wireless structure, is laborious. Also,
measurement of the reaction products does not provide significant
fundamental rationale for the underlying principles that govern the
ultimate device performance.
Silicon microwires have been shown to eﬀectively collect
photogenerated majority charge carriers at the bases of such
microwires.27,28 Electrodes based on arrays of these microwires
have demonstrated open-circuit photovoltages in excess of 500 mV
when immersed in aqueous or non-aqueous electrolytes that
contain outer-sphere one-electron-transfer redox couples.29,30
Deposition of Pt by electron-beam evaporation onto on the
microwires has enabled the eﬀective production of H2(g) from
0.5 M H2SO4(aq).30 Similar H2-evolution behavior was obtained
herein from microwire array electrodes that contained photoelectrochemically deposited Pt and were immersed in B7.6 M
HI(aq) (Fig. 2). The photoelectrochemical deposition procedure
was chosen because it resulted in the most reproducible
performance. The light-limited current density in Fig. 2 is about
half of the value reported previously for state-of-the-art Si
microwire arrays.29,30 However, the photocurrent density from
Si microwire arrays is highly dependent on the length of the
microwires, the angle of incidence of incoming illumination
with respect to the long microwire axis, and the presence of
light-scattering particles or other optical components (e.g. Ag back
reflector) as part of the electrode.3,30,31 The microwires used in the
electrodes shown in Fig. 2 were intentionally shorter than often
reported in the literature. These microwires were chosen because
short microwires facilitated the introduction of a compact Nafion
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proton-exchange membrane between the microwires, which is
important for structural stability and product separation in
free-standing devices. In a more optimized device structure,
back reflectors, scattering particles, and an oﬀ-normal axis
alignment for the microwires would be used to increase the
photocurrent. The fill factor in Fig. 2 is also less than that
observed previously. This behavior can be rationalized based
on the photoelectrochemical deposition protocol used herein
relative to the electron-beam evaporation process used previously.30 In addition, halides poison Pt and increase the
required overpotential for catalysis of the H2 evolution reaction,18,32 which would manifest itself as a decreased fill factor.
Future eﬀorts will focus on replacing Pt with earth-abundant
materials such as carbon or conducting polymers such as
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate), which
are known to be stable and eﬃcient electrocatalysts for the
oxidation of halides.23,33,34
This architecture is advantageous with respect to prior
demonstrations of B10% STH eﬃciencies using planar materials
or systems without orthogonalization of light absorption and
charge-carrier collection, because in theory inexpensive and
impure semiconductor materials can be used, ionic conduction
distances approach the smallest possible therefore minimizing
any ionic resistance losses, and the single composite integrated
structure could be amenable to inexpensive large-scale production. A core–shell architecture for solar-driven water splitting has
been reported previously in an electrode form factor.7,35 If core–
shell materials were partially embedded in an ionophoric polymer
support and mechanically removed from the growth substrate,
the electrocatalyst layer on the back side of the composite material
would likely possess two characteristics: it would be deposited by
physical deposition methods and it would be semi-continuous to
allow facile ion transport. Once devices are peeled, physical
methods are most amenable to catalyst deposition in lieu of
electrochemical methods, which require electrical contact to
each microwire. The Pt loading used herein on the back side
of the microwire–Nafion membrane was 5 nm planar equivalent
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by electron-beam evaporation, which was optimized for efficient
iodide oxidation electrocatalysis (Fig. 3b) and rapid proton
conduction (Fig. 4). The electrocatalyst layer was determined to
be discontinuous because a small ionic resistance was measured
when steady-state current was passed through the membrane. If
the Pt electrocatalyst layer had been conformal, ions would not
have been able to migrate through the membrane and, under
illumination, after rapid capacitive charging between both sides
of the device, the device would cease to pass current. Ultimately,
the amount of Pt that was deposited was limited to that which
still afforded rapid conduction of protons through Nafion. If the
planar equivalent thickness of Pt was Z10 nm, protons were not
able to conduct through the Nafion membrane, likely due to a
conformal coating of Pt on the Nafion surface. Physical removal
of some Pt resulted in efficient proton conduction, suggesting
that the Pt had not irreversibly altered the membrane. EDS
mapping only showed a small signal above background for Pt,
and the noise precluded identification of isolated Pt regions of
the back side of the array. Pt particles could not be seen in the
SEM images.
The results from the three electrochemical measurements
described above (illuminated photocathode; anode in the dark;
membrane in the dark) suggest that a free-standing membranebound material without an external bias can aﬀect the splitting
of HI, accompanied by robust separation of the reaction
products. Because the area-specific resistance of the membrane
was small, the potential losses at solar photon fluxes would be
negligible (o2 mV), and inclusion of the membrane resistance
was thus not required in the load-line analysis for accurate
prediction of the operating current. The load-line analysis
indicated that the device would operate at B4.5 mA cm 2,
which was also supported by two-electrode measurements that
mimicked the overall free-standing device structure (Fig. 5).
Free-standing device analysis
Free-standing devices were fabricated using the protocols from
the individual component analyses described above. Silicon
microwires, containing radial n+p junctions and oxide boots,
were embedded in a Nafion proton-exchange membrane and
removed from the underlying growth substrate followed by deposition of electrocatalysts on both sides of this composite membrane.
One electrocatalyst (photoelectrochemically deposited Pt) was
deposited on the microwire sidewalls, and the other electrocatalyst (evaporated Pt) was deposited as a semi-continuous
material on the back side of the membrane-embedded microwires. The oxide boots attenuated shunts between the two sides
of the Nafion membrane. The back-side catalyst can have a
relatively high loading because in this location the catalyst will
not attenuate light absorption in the microwire array. However,
the back-side catalyst must not be continuous, so that proton
conduction through the Nafion membrane remains rapid. The
ultimate device structure resembled that of a membrane–electrode
assembly akin to those utilized in fuel cells and electrolyzers, except
the bipolar plates and external wires to deliver/collect charge were
replaced by internal semiconducting Si microwires that delivered
charge and potential upon solar illumination.
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Most of the composite membranes leaked. Crossover of red
triiodide from the anolyte into the clear catholyte was observed
visually. However, even these leaky composite membranes
could be qualitatively evaluated for their ability to evolve
H2(g) and generate I3 when immersed in B7.6 M HI(aq) and
illuminated using simulated sunlight. Under illumination,
bubble formation and release was clearly observed from the
microwire side of B80% of the composite membranes studied,
and a darkening of the electrolyte near the back side of the
composite membrane was apparent over time, collectively
suggesting that the Si–Pt materials drove both H2 evolution
and I3 generation irrespective of tears in the membrane.
Previously, Nafion-embedded Si microwire arrays have been
shown to significantly attenuate H2 crossover.10 The tears in the
materials reported herein would allow H2 (and I3 ) crossover
and were likely generated due to utilization of thin Nafion
membranes (B15 mm) and/or poor adhesion of Nafion to the
H-terminated Si or oxide-booted microwire surfaces. Thus, to
remove the array from its growth substrate while keeping the
membrane intact, a custom home-built microwire cutter and
composite membrane peel-off tool was used instead of a razor
blade.36 This approach resulted in devices that did not tear
based on visual inspection of leakage into the catholyte, even
when under B3 cm of pressure from aqueous HI, although this
does not completely exclude the possibility of small rates of I3
crossover.
Fig. 6b compares the rates of H2 evolution and I3 generation observed herein. The maximum rates for H2 evolution and
I3 generation are consistent with calculations using data
obtained from two-electrode and three-electrode on-wafer
(photo)electrochemical measurements (Fig. 5). H2 had to equilibrate between the electrolyte and headspace and only then
could the evolved gas flow from the electrochemical cell to the
mass spectrometer. Initial mass spectroscopic signals due to H2
bubbles were observed within one min after their release from
the membrane surface, indicating that mass transport of H2 to
the detector was not slow. Similarly, the electrolyte containing
I3 was constantly, but slowly, stirred and hence I3 generation
was observed immediately after optical excitation was initiated.
The rate of I3 generation was approximately independent of time,
while that for the detection of H2 evolution was not, which suggests
that bubbles may have altered the photoelectrosynthesis. However,
optical eﬀects from the interaction of light with bubbles did not
result in a substantial net change in the rate of I3 generation.
Moreover, bubbles did not physically occlude the electrocatalytic
reaction sites or ion-conducting pathways in the membrane
because that would have resulted in a slowed rate of I3 formation,
which was not observed.
The active area of the composite membranes was circular,
with an approximate diameter of 3 mm. SEM images suggested
that these composite membranes, which consist of autonomous HI-splitting silicon microwire units that were B2.5 mm in
diameter, were homogeneous on this size scale. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that larger samples will operate at very
similar eﬃciency. Qualitatively, by visual inspection of bubble
formation, the rate of H2 evolution for a larger sample immersed
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in HI was reasonably homogeneous on the 3  3 mm2 scale. The
non-linear optical properties of the microwire array arise from
eﬀects on the o100 mm scale, so samples of the size evaluated, or
larger, will not be aﬀected by additional non-linear optical eﬀects.
Although Cl2 is highly corrosive and the electrolytes are
strongly acidic, these chemistries can nevertheless form the
basis for scalable technologies, as evidenced by large-scale
electrochemical technologies used in the chloralkali process
(Cl2 and strong base) and state-of-the-art electrolyzers and fuel
cells (strongly acidic local environments in the ionically conductive membrane). These conditions would obviously require
corrosion-resistant cells and gaskets, as well as stringent safety
protocols, if such a system were deployed technologically.
A benefit of microstructured ordered arrays of light absorbers is
the ease by which they can be embedded in solid polymer electrolytes. This approach highlights an advantage inherent to arrays of
autonomous fuel-forming units, which diﬀers from a design
consisting of wired photoelectrochemical electrodes or a design
comprising a photovoltaic cell coupled to a separate electrolyzer.
The demonstration reported herein is a model system for future
photoelectrosynthetic devices that drive other chemistries, such
as water splitting. This proof-of-concept demonstrates that a
‘‘solar carpet’’ can be fabricated and used to store the energy in
sunlight in chemical bonds via unassisted solar HI splitting.
These photoelectrosynthetic reactions are unassisted because
the chemical biases utilized, i.e. the H2/H+ electrochemical bias
that can reduce I3 /I , thermodynamically opposes the lightdriven reactions that form H2 and I3 . Future research will focus
on using a tandem light-absorber device architecture so that
overall solar-driven water splitting can be performed using selfcontained, membrane-embedded solar reactors.

V. Conclusions
Arrays of silicon microwires grown by a chemical-vapor-deposition
vapor–liquid–solid growth process were fabricated and processed
into radial n+p junctions. When Pt electrocatalysts were photoelectrochemically deposited on the tops and sides of the
microwires, microwire-array electrodes exhibited Eoc E 470 mV
for H2 evolution from concentrated acid. Nafion was spin cast
into the microwire array and cured, and subsequently the
composite Si–Nafion membrane was mechanically removed
from the underlying growth substrate. Pt electrocatalysts were
also deposited on the back side of the microwires and were
found to create a low-resistance contact to the p-type Si microwire core. Peeled, free-standing arrays of partially Nafionembedded Si microwires with Pt deposited on their back sides
exhibited efficient proton conduction when immersed in
B7.6 M HI(aq), and were shown to split HI into H2 and I3
under simulated solar illumination with a solar-to-hydrogenand-triiodide energy-conversion efficiency of B0.5%. These
devices thus provide a first demonstration of photoelectrosynthesis from a free-standing composite membrane that is
isotropic on the millimeter scale, for storage of sunlight in the
bonds of H2.
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